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Cable-tied bridges have an exceptional architectural appearance due to their small diameter cables and unique aerial structure. Vivekananda Setu at KolkataRajiv Gandhi Sea Link in MumbaiNaini Bridge in Allahabad'Atal Setu' on the Ravi River in Basholi located on Dunera-Basohli-Bhadharwah road in
Jammu and Kathua district of Kashmir. Share your knowledge Article history (3) Comments (2) A jammed bridge has one or more towers to support the bridge cover using the cables, basically the bridges added are longer than the cantilevered bridges and shorter than the suspension bridges. There are
several cable-tied bridges in India and 5 cable-tied bridges under construction. The Kacchi Dargah Bidupur Bridge, the Bihar Kacchi Dargah Bidupur Bridge, which connects Kacchi Dargah in Patna and Bidupur in Hajipur will be the additional 6th lane bridge that bridges by cable and also the first Bihar
bridge and will be one of Asia's longest bridges in India. Kota Chambal Bridge – 1.5 km Kota Chambal Bridge was inaugurated in 2017 with a total length of 1.5 km across the Chambal River. The impressive and picturesque 6-lane bridge crosses the Chambal River on the outskirts of the Kota city. Cable
Stayed Bridge, Bharuch Bharuch cable bridge housed also known as New Narmada Bridge is a 1.4 km long four-lane bridge built over the Narmada River and known as India's longest dosed additional bridge. Vidyasagar Setu The Second Hooghly Bridge is known as Vidyasagar Setu, a cable toll bridge
over the Hooghly River in West Bengal. Vidyasagar Setu is the longest cable-tied bridge in India and one of the longest in Asia. Bandra-Worli Sea Link Rajiv Gandhi Sea Link is one of India's most impressive bridges, connecting Bandra with Worli and part of the proposed Western Highway. The Bandra-
Worli Sea Link is a civil engineering marvel with a 5.6-kilometer-long concrete road, 420-foot-high towers that cross the Arabic Sea. New Yamuna Bridge The New Yamuna Bridge is one of India's longest cable-tied bridges, connecting the city of Allahabad with its Naini neighborhood. The new Yamuna
Bridge is built across the Yamuna River. Nivedita Setu A cable-tied bridge over the Hooghly River next to Vivekananda Setu and the wonderful attractions of West Bengal. Nivedita Setu is the country's first bridge that is a uniquely profiled atyard bridge. The Ram Jhula Cable Bridge, Nagpur Ram Jhula, is
an attractive cable-delayed bridge with modern technology, located near Nagpur Train Station. The second phase of the new six-lane cable-over-bridge rail also begins along with the ongoing Metro Rail project. Krishnarajapuram Bridge Pendant Krishnarajapuram cable is housed suspension bridge built
over the train station on national road 4, the area has one of the largest lakes in Bangalore. Signature Bridge, Delhi Signature Bridge of Delhi is a cantilevered rail cable bridge over the Yamuna River, connecting Wazirabad to east Delhi. Signature Bridge is Delhi's tallest structure and opens in 2018 to
alleviate traffic. Versova Bandra Sea Link Versova-Bandra Sea Link is another long maritime link connecting Bandra to Versova and will have a 150-meter-long laying bridge on the western motorway. Akkar Bridge Akkar Bridge is the first cable-jammed bridge in the Indies located in Jorethang, Sikkim.
The cable-jammed concrete bridge is built over the Rangit River in a single tower. Haridwar Bridge A Cable-Stayed Bridge is located on Haridwar-Rishikesh Road, on the Ganges River. Haridwar Cable-Stayed Bridge is the only bridge in Asia that is suspended in mere cables. Raja Bhoj Cable Stay Bridge
Raja Bhoj Cable Stay Bridge was opened on May 26, 2017, connecting Kamla Park to VIP Road Crossing. The 220-metre-long bridge is Madhya Pradesh's first cable stay bridge on Bhopal's upper lake. Updated: 08 Mar 2017, 02:48 PM Minister ISTPrime Narendra Modi inaugurated a four-lane 1.4-
kilometre-long bridge over the Narmada River in Bharuch, Gujarat. It is reportedly the longest extradosed bridge in the country. The wired bridge would facilitate the flow of traffic on the national Ahmedabad-Mumbai road that is considered one of the busiest in India.The bridge built by Larsen and Toubro
as part of the NHAI's Rs 379 crore 6 laning project was completed in September, well ahead of its schedule. Union Minister Nitin Gadkari welcomed Prime Minister Narendra Modi at the opening ceremony of the bridge. Narendra Modi is two days visiting his home state. During the visit, Modi will open a
national sarpanch women's convention, and address an industrial meeting of THE DAH OPAL project in Dahej. A new bridge in India is being built in India: Partha Bratim Basistha reports. In India, the construction of a major stuck bridge is underway and will boost connections from and around the capital
Delhi. The bridge is being built in an attempt to facilitate the increasing interstate traffic movement between Delhi and the surrounding northern Indian states of Punjab, Uttar Pradesh, Haryana and Himachal Pradesh. Called Signature Bridge, this is an iconic structure due to its design aesthetic and the
bridge will be an important milestone when a new rssA bridge is being built entirely in India - Partha Bratim Basistha reports in India the construction of a major stuck bridge that will boost connections from the capital Delhi to its surrounding areas. The bridge is being built in an attempt to facilitate the
increasing interstate traffic movement between Delhi and the surrounding northern Indian states of Punjab, Uttar Pradesh, Haryana and Himachal Pradesh. Called Signature Bridge, this is an iconic structure due to its design aesthetics and the bridge will also speed up the circulation of between North and
East Delhi over India's historic Yamuna River, when it opens to traffic in June 2015. The new bridge is being built 600m downstream from the existing junction along the top of a flood, built in the 1960s and currently connects north and east Delhi. The construction of the bridge involves the configuration of
overflights, loops and ramps comprising 1.8km east and 4.2 km of western approaches on both sides of the river. The approaches will be connected to the 675m long, insimetric wiring main bridge, which has double roads of 14m each (four lanes in any direction) and with a central edge of 1.2m and
maintenance walkways. The other key features are its 251m long span and arc-shaped steel pylons that are about 154m high, with cable supports on one side and the back is held on the other side. Gammon, the largest in Indian construction, is the contractor for approaches that cost about US$560
million (INR 350 crore). Work for the $1 billion main cable bridge (INR 631.81 crores) is by a joint venture of Gammon India, Cidade Brasil and Tensacciai of Italy. Delhi Tourism and Development Corporation (DTTDC) is the client and project management consultant for the project. Being built in a highly
seismic-4 zone, executing the megaproject is not without multiple challenges. The sloped rocky profile of the area is the biggest challenge, which requires modification of the methodology in the foundation works, said K Prakash, DGM Projects, Gammon, Signature Bridge Project. Stacking and foundation
are the main building component of the project. New foundation solutions were used for approaches to the river that will connect the main cable bridge. This was important due to the behavior of the river during the peak monsoon months in Delhi, when water flows above the danger zone. In addition, the
rocky strata of the area posed additional challenges, requiring specific foundation techniques. In addition, the base load and high dynamic load exerted on approaches by large volumes of traffic were the other main factors to consider for the design of the base. José Kurien, chief engineer of the TDTDC,
Signature Bridge Project said: Numerous hydrological studies were taken, explained that the team selected a base fixed on the rock, adding that a combination of well base and stack has been used on the rocky surfaces. The wells are 25m deep, with the batteries embedded at a depth of 6m. The
Signature Bridge project is noteworthy, as it is only the second bridge project in India that has a combination of well and stack foundations. The first time this concept was used was in a project carried out by Gammon two years ago; a railway bridge in Assam state, northeastern India. Extensive piles and
well foundations support column P23. This carries most of the 6,600 tons of traction load exerted by the cable-stressed pylon for the bridge The method has used a crane to level the well area. After this any loose material has been removed by the crane using a grip to prepare the well. Meanwhile,
hydraulic excavators equipped with bonebreakers have been used to prepare surfaces where there is softer rock. The Bridge requires 18 well foundations in total, with much of this portion now complete. The bridge has nine open foundations, with this part of the project has been completed. In addition,
Gammon India acquired two new reverse circulation drilling rigs during the second week of December 2014. These have been used to carry out piloting work on the sloping rocky terrain at sea level and on river land. The platforms were purchased from Korean company Buma CE. Reverse circulation (or
air transport system) uses compressed air injected into the drill tube below the water level just above the bit. This reduces the density of the internal water column and initiates circulation. The mixture of water, air and cuttings is removed through the drilling pipe in sedimentation tanks. This technique is
generally used for drilling hard rock and piles in marine conditions. The platforms were brought to the project to help with working in areas of sloping terrain. Progress has been made in approaches to prefabricated prefabricated concrete sections, weighing between 68 and 100.5 tonnes and erected on
open-ground springs. Bridge beam launchers, mobile telescopic boom cranes and a rail-mounted grated crane have been used to erect precast concrete sections. Gammon acquired a new rail-mounted gable crane with a range of 40m and a lifting capacity of 60 tons, which is being used in the project.
The crane is lifting precast concrete sections for approaches that connect the main bridge over the river and cannot be accessed by the heavy track crane. Prefabricated solutions were selected to reduce construction time. In addition, this helped the work given the narrow space constraints, particularly in
the Western approach due to the proximity of a wagon depot belonging to 1212 Delhi Metro Railway. The solution was to establish a number of access areas with three intersections in the existing Western approach to heavy road driving traffic. Work on the main section of the cable-jammed bridge that is
currently underway involves the construction of the pylon structure and roof. This was manufactured in ZTSS China and weighs 6,500 tons, while the cover weighs 7,500 tons. The heavy pylon base itself weighs 425 tons and measures 11.3 m x 6.3 m x 4.3 m. The construction of the main structure also
involves the construction of the 154m high steel tower, which carries the head of the bridge jammed by cable. The steel tower has 55 blocks, weighing 120-180 shades. The erection work of the main bridge is being carried out by a Terex Demag CC8800 crane, a 1,250 track lattice boom machine
Gammon India has hired the crane for a year from heavy lifting specialist Sarens for the job. An international team that includes some leading companies in the world has participated in this project. Apart from the main contractors, the design work on the main bridge has been carried out by the German
company SBP, while the design of the time structure and methodology has carried out by the Italian firm DMA. The verification of the structure has been managed by the leading French firm 5549 Systra Virlogeux, while the analysis of the erection stage has been managed by the Italian company De
Miranda Associate. Geometry control support has been carried out by Len Gower Canada and third-party quality assurance has been provided by Lloyds Register UK. Indian structural engineering specialist Tandon Consultants is the lead project consultant. In addition, there are 10 other partners involved
in the project involving consultants and project managers, Maurer Sohne of Germany, the bearing supplier. Due to the complexity of the project and to ensure proper coordination of the project management of all shareholders, DTTDC has established dedicated file transfer protocol (FTP) software.
Contractors and stakeholders have been able to upload inquiries on the necessary design changes or implementation methodologies. This has been examined by superior DTTC engineers followed by solutions. Contractors, consultants and other stakeholders in the project have had access to FTP to
carry out the necessary design, structural or project implementation modifications suggested by TDTDT. RSS companies in this article Delhi Metro Systra Systra
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